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All in the mind? How the mysterious
Havana Syndrome is a 'global
experiment in mass suggestion' and
NOT targeted attacks expert claims

There are cases across the world, but expert says it's all in the mind
Targeting a huge hotel with soundwaves 'defies the laws of physics' 
Mass psychogenic illness documented as far back as the middle ages 
The Philippines government used Katy Perry songs to break up a riot  
Is Havana Syndrome really just a case of hearing cicadas and crickets? 
What has the Cold War, dog poo and mosquitos got to do with it all? 

By PADRAIG COLLINS FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 15:04, 1 October 2021 | UPDATED: 15:17, 1 October 2021

Since Havana Syndrome emerged in late 2016, the US government has made the
mysterious phenomenon an intelligence priority and spent tens of millions of dollars
investigating potential microwave weapon attacks by foreign adversaries.

But medical sociology expert Dr Robert Bartholomew is so convinced it's a case of
mass delusion, he's co-authored a book on it with Robert Baloh - Havana Syndrome:
Mass Psychogenic Illness and the Real Story Behind the Embassy Mystery and
Hysteria.

The unexplained illness, which was first recorded in Cuba, has since spread to US
embassies across the world (and also some Canadian), with a reported 130 cases.
Symptoms include hearing loss, severe headaches, memory issues, dizziness and
brain injury.
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The Embassy of the United States of America in Cuba, which is where Havana Syndrome was
first allegedly encountered

Dr Bartholomew doesn't mince his words. He means what he says and says what he
means. 

'There is more evidence for Bigfoot than there is for Havana Syndrome,' the US
expatriate who is based at the University of Auckland, told Daily Mail Australia. 

'The evidence overwhelmingly points to mass hysteria, or as it is commonly referred
to by scientists - mass psychogenic illness. Havana Syndrome is a result of
incompetent government officials and bad science. I would go so far as to rename it
Havana Syndrome Delusion - the absurd belief, in the wake of persistent evidence to
the contrary, that diplomats are being targeted with an energy weapon.'

He says it is possible to use noise as a weapon, just not in the way Havana Syndrome
victims maintain it is.   

'In the Philippines, the government blasted Katy Perry music to break up a
demonstration. Other than that, it doesn't work very well because of the laws of
physics.' 
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Katy Perry's music was blasted by the Philippines government to break up a demonstration

Dr Bartholomew says there are four theories as to what causes Havana Syndrome. 

Sonic weapon  

'The first theory that popped up was that it's a sonic weapon that used soundwaves
to make people sick. This one is really far fetched because these people in Havana
weren't targeted in the embassy. They were targeted in their homes, and mainly in
two big hotels. To target somebody in a huge hotel would defy the laws of physics -
99 per cent of the soundwaves would bounce off the outer wall. It just doesn't work
that way.'

Pesticides  

'The second explanation was that it was pesticides that were being sprayed to kill
mosquitos that were carrying the Zika virus. The problem with that is, there's no
neurotoxin in the world that only affects American and Canadian diplomats and their
families.'
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Frey Effect   

'The third explanation is this microwave stuff, the Frey Effect [an auditory
phenomenon where microwave or radio frequencies generate clicking sounds inside
the head]. This gained popularity after the National Academy of Sciences came out
with their report and said it could be the Frey Effect. But they weren't sure. If you
look closely at the report, it was just a guess. The person that identified the
mechanism in the Frey Effect is Ken Foster at the University of Pennsylvania, he's a
bio-engineer. I contacted him and he said it's definitely not the Frey Effect.'

Mass psychogenic illness   

'So you're left with the only plausible explanation, which is mass psychogenic illness.
The first people infected were intelligence officers on the same small station. This is
a defining feature of mass psychogenic illness. It follows social networks and it
usually begins in these small, cohesive groups and spreads outwards, and that's
exactly what happened. These people all belong to a common work environment.
There's a high degree of stress, they're in a foreign country, they knew they were
being surveilled 24/7. It's a classic setup for mass hysteria.'
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Dr Robert Bartholomew has written a book called Havana Syndrome: Mass Psychogenic Illness
and the Real Story Behind the Embassy Mystery and Hysteria.

Dr Bartholomew says mass psychogenic illness has been around for centuries in
various forms. 

'It used to be called mass or epidemic hysteria. In the past three or four decades it's
been called mass psychogenic illness. The phenomena has been around for
millennia. There are clear cases dating back to the dancing mania of the middle ages
and beyond. I have collected about 3,500 cases going back to the middle ages.  
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What is 'Havana
Syndrome'?

The problem has been labelled the
'Havana Syndrome,' because the first
cases affected personnel in 2016 at the
US embassy in Cuba.

At least 130 cases across the
government are now under
investigation, up from several dozen
last year, according to a US defence
official who was not authorised to
discuss details publicly. The National
Security Council is leading the
investigation.

People who are believed to have been
affected have reported headaches,
dizziness and symptoms consistent
with concussions, with some requiring
months of medical treatment. Some
have reported hearing a loud noise
before the sudden onset of symptoms.

Investigators believe there are at least
four cases involving Trump White
House officials.

Advocates for those affected accuse
the US government of failing to take
the problem seriously or provide the
necessary medical care and benefits.

US senators said the government is
investigating an apparent increase in
the mysterious directed-energy
attacks.

Symptoms include;

-hearing loss

-severe headaches 

-dizziness

-brain injury

'It started in a small CIA unit in Havana,
Cuba in late 2016. And that's exactly what
you would expect from mass
psychogenic illness. It starts in small,
close-knit groups and then spreads from
there, usually to people of lower status,
which is exactly what happened here. 

'And so you have these CIA officers
walking around near their houses,
noticing that there are these strange
sounds at night. And then one day, one of
them felt unwell, felt they had dizziness,
ear pain and they went to the clinic at the
embassy and the guy made an
observation that "You know, it was almost
like somebody was pointing a device at
my head".' 

This should have set off alarm bells in the
medical community, but didn't. 

'After that emerged, they heard from two
other officers from the same unit, that
they had heard these strange sounds as
well. Then a theory emerged that they
were being harassed with some secret
weapon.'  

It turns out there's a long history of
Cuban agents harassing American
diplomats in Havana that went back
decades. 

'All of the diplomats that were sent to the
new embassy in Havana that opened in
2015 (after diplomatic relations between
the US and Cuba were reinstated under
President Barack Obama) had been
briefed about it. 

"Because during the Cold War, Cuban
agents were notorious for harassing
diplomats. They would sneak into their
houses at night while they slept and
throw dog poo on the floor, open up all
the windows so you get mosquitos, all
sorts of things.

'So when they went over there they were
paranoid. They were on the lookout for
this stuff and they know they are being
surveilled 24-7, so you've got this sense
of anxiety already.'

Dr Bartholomew says belief in Havana
Syndrome amounts to a 'global
experiment in mass suggestion'. 

'What's happened is the (US) State
Department issued a warning to their embassies all over the world, to diplomats and
intelligence officers to be on the lookout for "anomalous health incidents" that may
or may not be accompanied by strange sounds. 
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Alleged Havana Syndrome attacks on American spies and diplomats continue to grow across
the world

A Pentagon memo asks 2.9 million military service members to report symptoms of Havana
Syndrome

'What do you think is going to happen? Now people all over the world are on alert for
anything unusual in terms of health. People have mysterious health incidents all the
time, or just health incidents in general. 
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'So now it gets redefined as "Oh, it must be Havana Syndrome".

Dr Bartholomew is fired up and passionate in his criticism of Havana Syndrome as a
non-existent condition. 

'It's a big waste of money, it's an international wild goose chase that has wasted tens
of millions of dollars by the US government, gotten people needlessly upset, wasted
valuable time and resources during the pandemic and during a time in the world
when we're fighting global warming and this money could be used better elsewhere,'
he says. 

'All they had to do was follow the facts. The didn't follow the facts. You can
summarise this case in one sentence - When you hear the sounds of hoofbeats in the
night, first think horses, not zebras.  

'The State Department looked for unicorns. They were going for the most exotic
hypothesis, which was some kind of sonic weapon. Why in the world would you think
you were being targeted by some kind of sonic weapon? Yes, some people heard
noises, but the noises weren't the same. There were high-pitched noises, there were
low-pitched noises, they were all over the place.  

'They were all having ear pain. Well, it's not uncommon to have hear noises and have
popping sounds in your ear.'

But why is the US government wasting time, money and resources on Havana
Syndrome? Part of the answer lies in an FBI report into the issue that has not been
made public, but part of which has been leaked.

'Honestly, I think they've figured it out,' says Dr Bartholomew. 

'We know recently, from the leaked FBI report that they concluded that it was mass
psychogenic illness. And I think intelligence agencies have figured this out. They
know it's mass hysteria. 

'But it's embarrassing that over the last five years, under the Trump and now Biden
administration, you've got the same individuals in these agencies who concluded
that the sounds of crickets and cicadas were actually a secret weapon. It's ridiculous
and it's embarrassing. 

'When this comes out, now it's like "What are we going to do here?" They've painted
themselves into a corner. Now after five years, to come out and say "Sorry, we
misinterpreted insect sounds for some kind of secret foreign weapon, it's going to
be hugely embarrassing and it highlights their incompetence.' 
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'The first theory that popped up was that it's a sonic weapon that used soundwaves to make
people sick. This one is really far fetched,' says Dr Bartholomew. Pictured: The energy weapon
that other experts have said 'could cause Havana syndrome' is said to be a smaller version of
this 1990s Soviet microwave generator, which is kept at the University of New Mexico

The effects on white matter tract in the brain is one of the symptoms claimed for
alleged victims of Havana Syndrome, but Dr Bartholomew says there is a far more
benign explanation. 

'In December 2017 information was leaked to the media that doctors examining a
number of Havana Syndrome patients had discovered significant white matter tract
changes in their brain,' he says. 

But when the full report came out, the facts did not back up the very selective leak. 

'Of 21 patients. three had white matter tract changes. Two were mild and one was
moderate. If you walk down the streets of Sydney or Melbourne today and randomly
pick 21 people, that's exactly what you would expect to find, because white matter
tract changes are common in everything from migraine to depression, to normal
ageing. So the claims of white matter tract changes are a myth, but they were out
there for nearly a year before the study came out.  

Despite not believing in Havana Syndrome, Dr Bartholomew has great sympathy for
the people who are being treated for it. 

'It's not that they're making it up. They're having real symptoms, but they're caused
by their lives. They're psychological.'
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The cover of Havana Syndrome: Mass Psychogenic Illness and the Real Story Behind the
Embassy Mystery and Hysteria, by Robert Baloh and Robert Bartholomew, which is out now
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Capitol riots by turning off online safeguards too
soon after 2020 election - sparking furious
response from embattled tech titan

Facebook went into damage control Friday ahead of the interview ahead of CBS's 
60 Minutes interview Sunday where the whistleblower is expected to make fresh 
allegations.
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Sophie Turner and
baby Willa... after sold-
out Fenway Park
performance with his
brothers 
 

From cancel culture to
cafe culture for JK
Rowling: Author's rare
outing to celebs'
favourite haunt - a year
after 'transphobia'
storm 
 

Kaia Gerber looks
every inch the cool girl
as she flashes a hint of
her toned torso in edgy
leather jacket during
shopping outing in NYC
 

Taryn Manning ends
her engagement to
fiancée Anne Cline... as
the Orange Is The New
Black star 'moves on
with a new man'
 

Two of Monty Python
star Terry Jones'
children launch legal
battle with his second
wife over estate
including £2.8m home
he left her in his will
 

Diana's brother Earl
Spencer meets mother
whose murdered
daughter's clothes were
lost by disgraced BBC
reporter Martin Bashir

Chris Rock looks
healthy as he enjoys a
walk in New York with
daughter Zahra... as
he's seen for the first
time since recovering
from Covid-19
 

Paris Jackson shows
off her edgy style
credentials as she joins
Georgia May Jagger on
the front row for
Vivienne Westwood's
PFW show
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Cindy Bruna turns
heads in a distressed
yellow mini dress as
she parties with Lewis
Hamilton and Neymar Jr
at her wild 27th birthday
bash in Paris
 

Royal expert says
Prince Harry may name
royal accused of being
'racist' in £15million
book because
'publishers will want a
lot for their money'
 

Michael Fassbender is
every inch the doting
dad as he heads out for
a stroll with his baby -
after welcoming his first
child with wife Alicia
Vikander
 

Gimme Shelter! Take a
look inside Mick
Jagger's luxurious $2
million Florida mansion
complete with four
bedrooms and serene
waterfront views 
 

Pixie Lott shows off
her sartorial style in a
chic sunflower maxi
dress for a charity event
at Westfield White City
 

Brooklyn Beckham
and Nicola Peltz opt for
matching blue
ensembles as they head
out of their Paris hotel
during Fashion Week
 

The Bachelor's new
host Jesse Palmer has a
heart-to-heart with star
Clayton Echard... after
being named as Chris
Harrison's replacement 
 

'Prince Philip and I had
many happy memories
here': Queen speaks
publicly about Duke for
the first time since his
death as she opens
Scottish Parliament
 

Alyson Hannigan
embraces the boho chic
look as she runs
errands with daughter
Satyana in flowing
purple dress and
strappy sandals 
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'She would have been
100 today': Brian May,
74, pays tribute to his
late mother Ruth as he
shares photograph of
them at Worthing beach
in the 1950s

Emmerdale stars Amy
Walsh and Anna
Nightingale display their
blossoming bumps as
they enjoy a night out
after announcing their
pregnancies
 

Alyssa Milano reveals
her uncle is 'doing well'
and is 'out of the
hospital'... but still has a
'long road of recovery'
ahead after terrifying
heart attack 

REVEALED: TikTok
star Gabriel Salazar, 19,
was 'smuggling illegal
immigrants from
Mexico' in his Chevrolet
Camaro car when cops
tried to pull him over
 

Joel Edgerton seen for
the first time since
welcoming TWINS with
Christine Centenera -
the new father pushes
two prams along during
a day out in Paris
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Britney Spears' fiancé
Sam Asghari vows to
'take care' of her after
naked Instagram posts
sparked concern - after
dad Jamie was removed
as conservator 
 

Natalie Imbruglia and
Daniel Johns prove
they're friendly exes as
the pop star leaves a
gushing comment on
her former husband's
latest selfie
 

Georgia May Jagger
showcases her model
figure in a glamorous
gold gown with a daring
thigh split as she poses
at Vivienne Westwood's
PFW show
 

Helen Mirren, 76,
wraps up in a raincoat
over her elegant red
rose print dress as she
heads to a L'Oreal
fitting during Paris
Fashion Week
 

Kelly Ripa turns 51!
Husband Mark
Consuelo gushes about
his 'forever girl' as he
wishes his wife a happy
birthday with romantic
beach photos 
 

Lily Allen cuts a
casual figure in a cosy
ivory coat and jeans as
she heads home after
her performance in 2:22
A Ghost Story at Noël
Coward Theatre
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Ashleigh Banfield
believes Katie Couric
DERAILED her career
because she felt
'threatened' and says
her 2002 show was
'mysteriously canceled'
 

'I'm shaking!' Adele's
fans go WILD with
claims she's set to
release her fourth
album after mysterious
'30' billboards appear in
cities across the globe
 

SAS Australia's Ant
Middleton SLAMS UK
version of the show
after he was dropped
over controversial BLM
post
 

'Tensions seem to be
rising': Strictly bosses
'frustrated' as Katie
McGlynn's Hollyoaks
filming commitments
clash with show
rehearsals
 

Bianca Gascoigne
flaunts her eye-popping
curves in VERY racy
lingerie for sizzling
shoot ahead of
appearance on Italian
Dancing With The Stars
 

Jamie Lee Curtis
storms the stage to fire
a T-shirt cannon into the
audience in surprise
appearance at Beyond
Fest for Halloween Kills
premiere 
 

No Time To Die lands
the biggest opening day
at the UK box office
since the Covid
pandemic as Daniel
Craig's final Bond film
takes in £5 million
 

Brooklyn Beckham
kisses his glamorous
fiancée Nicola Peltz on
the cheek as they lead
the stars at Valentino
show during Paris
Fashion Week
 

'My nose is back
bigger and better!' Liam
Gallagher jokes falling
out of a helicopter was
'an act of God' after
shocking fans with
gruesome injury
 

Russell Crowe fondly
farewells NSW premier
Gladys Berejiklian after
her shock departure
from the top job
claiming history will
remember her 'kindly'
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Gemma Collins amps
up the glamour in eye-
catching lace trousers
and a cropped blazer as
she enjoys a night out
with RHOC star Nicole
Sealey
 

'I'm throwing in the
shoes': David Lee Roth,
66, is to RETIRE from
rock and roll after 50
year career and
disbandment of Van
Halen
 

'What are the
producers thinking?':
EastEnders fans are
furious after Liam
Butcher is RECAST with
Alfie Deegan - replacing
James Forde 
 

Rapist ex-kids' TV star
who appeared with
Fearne Cotton is jailed
for ten years for hotel
attack on woman he told
'you're dying tonight'
 

Queen 'is spending
millions privately
funding Prince
Andrew's fight against
Virginia Giuffre sex
assault lawsuit'
 

Dave Grohl recalls
'embarrassing' drink
driving arrest in
Australia and says he is
'pulled aside' at the
airport every time he
enters the country
 

Cardi B dazzles in
skintight gold outfit with
on-brand beret as she
shares snaps at Paris
date night with Offset
after welcoming second
child
 

'It's like a blessing in
disguise': Katie Price's
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ex Kris Boyson hopes
drink-drive crash is a
'turning point' as and
says star used alcohol
to 'self-meditate' 
 

Shailene Woodley
scintillates in green
bikini for surfing
session in Malibu... as
fiance Aaron Rodgers
continues NFL season
in Wisconsin
 

Miley Cyrus shows off
wild head of hair and
jokes 'Everything's
bigger in Texas' while
posing up a storm
ahead of Austin City
Limits set
 

Keanu Reeves, 57,
cuts a casual figure in a
leather jacket and cosy
beanie as he arrives on
the set of John Wick 4
for filming in Paris
 

Megan Thee Stallion
shows off shapely legs
in pink hot pants as she
and stars like Finneas
and Machine Gun Kelly
play Austin City Limits
Music Festival
 

Bridgerton's Jonathan
Bailey shows off ripped
abs and a chiseled
chest as he reads a
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book on luxury
vacation

Selena Gomez models
stylish hoops as she
hugs her pal goodbye
following a casual
outing in Los Angeles
 

Luke Wilson cuts a
very casual figure while
waiting for an Uber in
Manhattan, New York
 

Naomi Campbell is
chic in a sleek black
dress while Alessandra
Ambrosio flashes her
abs in a TINY bralette as
they lead the stars at
the Vogue Exhibition
 

Julianne Moore, 60,
looks radiant as she
gets into character as a
con-artist on set of the
thriller Sharper with
Justice Smith in New
York
 

Christina Aguilera
enchants in white
ballgown as former
Mouseketeer attends
50th Anniversary of
Walt Disney World:
'Forever a Disney girl'

Jennifer Garner makes
herself the butt of the
joke after accidentally
texting selfie snap to
complete stranger
 

Scott Disick boasts
about his 'really crazy'
$400k Ferrari while
posing with pricey
fleet... after re-following
Kardashian-Jenner clan
on social media
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Kaia Gerber livens up
her pretty pout with
bold red lipstick while
enjoying an evening
walk with a pal in NYC
 

Kim Kardashian and
ex Kanye West are still
'working' on projects
together... but are
definitely 'not back
together'
 

Justin Timberlake and
Benicio del Toro get
down to business while
working on the Atlanta
set of Reptile
 

Charlotte McKinney
puts on a leggy display
in stylish collared mini
dress ahead of a
business meeting in LA
 

Sofia Vergara keeps it
comfortable in tie-dye
top and jeans as she
enjoys shopping spree
at Saks Fifth Avenue in
Beverly Hills
 

Amanda Bynes enjoys
loved up stroll with
fiancé Paul Michael... as
fans say they want to
take Britney Spears'
example to end her
conservatorship
 

Jerry Seinfeld adapts
to life as a Lego figurine
while promoting
Seinfeld's arrival to
Netflix
 

Bia looks wild in zebra
print trench and sexy
bodysuit as she wows
the red carpet of the
BET Hip Hop Awards
ahead of Nelly and Nick
Cannon
 

Tom Hanks reveals
Charlize Theron almost
had a lead role in That
Thing You Do! ... as he
reflects 25 years after
its release
 

'When they left, I
crumbled in my car':
Frankie Bridge tells
Loose Women about
'terrifying' incident
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shares a FIRST LOOK at
her child Sylvester's
face after the baby was
born six months ago:
'You're an angel!'
 

Kylie Jenner's $36.5m
Los Angeles mansion
'suffers $1,200 in
damages when
trespasser jumps fence
to set off FIREWORKS'
 

'It just feels like you've
never been away!'
Coronation Street's
Julia Howarth and
Steven Arnold reunite
TEN YEARS after
leaving the cobbles
 

Kim Kardashian
proves that she and
Kanye West are
amicable exes as she
slips into a skintight
purple catsuit to enjoy
dinner with the rapper
amid their divorce
 

Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills star Sutton
Stracke almost QUIT the
show after explosive
argument where Erika
Jayne threatened: 'I'm
coming for you'
 

G-Eazy pictured
leaving court after being
charged with
misdemeanor assault
following Boom Boom
Room 'fist fight'
 

Kaia Gerber is seen in
NYC... as she says mum
Cindy Crawford
coached her before
American Horror Story
audition
 

Judy Murray is locked
in planning row with
Dunblane residents
over plans to build
tennis centre and Andy
Murray museum
 

Ice-T brushes off
controversy over Coco
Austin letting their five-
year-old daughter
Chanel get fake nails for
school picture day
 

Brooklyn Beckham and
Nicola Peltz look right at
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home in the City of
Love as the smitten pair
head out for a rainy
afternoon in Paris
 

Billie Eilish reveals a
new hand tattoo of two
fairies at James Bond's
No Time To Die star-
studded premiere in
London
 

Bianca Gascoigne
flaunts her sizzling
figure in skintight white
sportswear in Rome as
she arrives for
rehearsals ahead of her
debut on DWTS Italy
 

Now 'My Little Pony'
goes woke! Netflix's
'political' movie shows
the baddies as 'anti-
science' as the
progressive ponies
unite
 

'Is this the look of a
mentally healthy
person?': Britney
Spears sparks disquiet
among fans concerned
about her nude snaps
 

Gwen Stefani
encapsulates rocker
chic in vintage tee and
ripped jeans as she
steps out in Los
Angeles ahead of her
52nd birthday
 

Victoria's Secret vet
Emily DiDonato shows
off her baby bump as
she steps out in New
York City alongside her
husband Kyle Peterson
 

Molly-Mae Hague nails
autumnal chic in a khaki
leather coat following
lunch with pals... after
confirming she will
undergo further surgery
for endometriosis
 

Kourtney Kardashian
is ready for Halloween!
The star takes fans into
her Calabasas mansion
to show off the festive
decorations
 

Lucy Hale is makeup-
free as she puts on
leggy display in short
athletic shorts after
working up a sweat at
the gym
 

NeNe Leakes lists
sprawling Georgia
mansion for $4M... as
she honours her late
husband Gregg's wish
to 'move on' after his
death
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Kelly Clarkson has
won her Montana ranch
in divorce settlement
with ex-husband
Brandon Blackstock...
but he 'does not want to
leave the property'
 

Jennifer Love Hewitt
dresses her newborn
son Aidan in a
Halloween onesie as
they cuddle: 'Happy
October!'
 

Jennifer Aniston fan
girls over Foo Fighters
visiting The Morning
Show as she embraces
frontman Dave Grohl:
'Mind officially BLOWN' 

Kelly Ripa and Mark
Consuelos adorably
feed each other cake
and kiss as they kick of
celebrations ahead of
her 51st birthday

Fans of Netflix series
Squid Game pretend to
shoot each other DEAD
while recreating scenes
from show that's been
criticised for 'excessive
violence'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Natalie
Morales is off to save
The Talk after Sharon
Osbourne's 'disastrous
exit': NBC Today Show
host leaves the network
 

Gigi Hadid opts for
extreme comfort in
sweats and a jacket as
she touches down at the
airport in New York...
after whirlwind Paris
Fashion Week
 

'Own it baby!'
Charlotte Dawson earns
praise from her fans for
showcasing her 'REAL
body' once again as she
strips down to her
underwear for fun video
 

Blink-182 singer Mark
Hoppus looks healthy
and fit as he drops his
cute dog off at doggy
daycare... after he
celebrated being
declared cancer-free
 

'Flashback to these
young things!' Tess
Daly and husband
Vernon Kay look very
fresh faced in nostalgic
16 year old throwback
snap
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'It's changed me
forever': Alexandra
Burke reveals
how Celebrity SAS has
given her a 'new lease
of life' since her mum's
death in 2017 
 

David Beckham looks
suave as he goes for a
motorcycle ride in
Florida while taking fans
behind the scenes of his
latest fragrance ad
 

Ridley Scott reveals
Gladiator sequel is
currently 'being written'
and will be 'ready to go'
once he has finished
filming Napoleon
Bonaparte movie 
 

Midsomer Murders
star John Nettles, 77,
battles plans to build
the biggest solar farm in
the country covering
164 acres on doorstep
of his Devon home
 

Geordie Shore's
Marnie Simpson leaves
little to the imagination
in deep plunging dress
during Halloween-
themed photoshoot in
London
 

'We can't have a guy
that never acted before!'
Silvio Dante actor
Steven Van Zandt
reveals execs BANNED
him from being cast as
Tony Soprano
 

Bernie Ecclestone, 90,
and his wife Fabiana
Flosi, 45, join Flavio
Briatore, 71, for a stroll
through Ibiza Marina as
the billionaires enjoy a
Mediterranean getaway
 

Colin Jost reveals his
mother asked if his son
Cosmo's name was
'final' as he shares her
perplexed reaction to
the moniker: 'Slightly
thrown by it' 
 

'When Kurt Cobain
died, I didn't know what
to do': Nirvana drummer
Dave Grohl discusses
how his pal's death
inspired him to found
Foo Fighters
 

Jesy Nelson shares
cryptic messages with
sultry selfie and hints
her debut solo single
release is just HOURS
away
 

Halloween is here!
Farrah Abraham, Nikki
Lund and Bridget
Marquardt dress up in
costumes to enjoy a
festive night of pumpkin
carving
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'This guy is the
biggest shyster':
Sharon Osbourne slams
Ozy Media co-founder
for claiming she and
Ozzy INVESTED in
company after suing it
 

EXCLUSIVE  TOWIE's
Demi Sims shares a
passionate kiss with
Geordie Shore's Bethan
Kershaw as the pair put
on a very cosy display
outside lapdancing club
 

Iris Law turns heads in
a mauve knitted cut-out
sweater and edgy
yellow body harness as
she makes an
unmissable arrival at
Loewe show in PFW
 

From the cobbles to
the green! Coronation
Street's Alan Halsall,
Andy Whyment and
Sam Aston play a spot
of golf to raise money
for charity
 

This fashion is just
PANTS! Lewis Hamilton
channels the 90s in
ripped double denim
which flashes his
boxers during Paris
Fashion Week
 

Junior Andre works on
his music in recording
studio and hangs out
with friends at the
football following his
mother Katie Price's
drink drive arrest
 

Kimberly Stewart puts
on a leggy display in
black mini-dress and
champagne-hued coat
as she steps out with
film producer beau
 

Lily Allen puts on a
colourful display in a
wacky outfit with
clashing prints and
plaid platform boots
after another West End
performance in 2:22 A
Ghost Story
 

Andy Cohen reveals
Bethenny Frankel
warned him and Kyle
Richards about Erika
Jayne and Tom Girardi's
dire financial situation
 

'It hurts so much':
Dancing On Ice's
Vanessa Bauer reveals
her father has died
following six-year
cancer battle as she
vows to 'dream bigger'
 

Pete Doherty is
MARRIED! Musician
exchanges vows with
Katia de Vidas two days
after confirming their
engagement... and The
Libertines laid on the
music!
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BBC to pay presenter,
50, £1.6 million in
damages after he
suffered brain and
spinal injuries playing a
'crash test dummy' for a
science programme
 

EXCLUSIVE  Only
Fools And Horses The
Musical RETURNS to
the West End... as Paul
Whitehouse dedicates
the comeback to late
John Challis
 

Pregnant Tracy Beaker
star Dani Harmer
displays her baby bump
as she plays football on
the beach while filming
scenes for new series
The Beaker Girls
 

'I'm not putting
pressure on myself':
Kym Marsh extends her
break from Morning Live
as she continues to
care for her cancer-
stricken father and
battle anxiety attacks 
 

Sara Sampaio jokes
she needs to 'put some
clothes on' as she
flashes her underwear
in a sheer yellow mini
dress for sizzling snaps
 

'She was doing so
well': Katie Price was
taking drug tests to
prove to her family she
was clean from cocaine
but 'went off the rails'
before car crash 
 

Her Majesty dons her
wellies! Monarch wraps
up in her signature
headscarf as she's
joined by Prince
Charles at Balmoral to
plant a tree to kick off
Queen's Green Canopy
 

Here Comes The Son!
Sean Lennon borrows
his late father John's
style with long locks,
glasses and beard as he
joins girlfriend Charlotte
Kemp Muhl in NYC
 

Britney Spears' lawyer
is launching a probe
into her father Jamie
and has 'serious
questions' about
'misconduct' - as singer
celebrates the end of
conservatorship
 

Elizabeth Hurley
shares heartfelt words
about losing her
grandmother in a bid to
raise £100,000 during
Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
 

Saoirse Ronan goes
makeup-free in khaki
joggers and a raincoat
for the last day of
rehearsals before her
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stage debut in The
Tragedy Of Macbeth
 

Winnie Harlow looks
incredible in semi-sheer
off-shoulder dress as
she leaves fundraiser
party at Annabel's 
 

Amanda Holden looks
mellow in yellow as she
dons a mustard blouse
and skintight leather
trousers to head to
Heart Radio
 

Miley Cyrus gets
raunchy on stage in a
'jailbait' tank top and
hotpants as she rocks
out during soundcheck
ahead of upcoming
performance
 

PICTURED: Matthew
Perry appears strained
as he puffs on a
cigarette while being
driven by a pal in LA...
in first sighting since
sparking concern
during Friends reunion 
 

Machine Gun Kelly
makes a statement in a
giraffe print black-and-
blue sheer top as he
storms the stage at
Texas gig... after
punching a rowdy fan at
recent show
 

Russell Crowe will
watch the NRL Grand
Final in Thailand
alongside 'special mate'
Sam Burgess as the
pair prepare to star in a
movie together
 

Gillian Anderson, 53,
oozes elegance in a
champagne-hued skirt
and shirt coord as she
heads to her hotel
during Paris Fashion
Week 
 

Khloe Kardashian, the
self-confessed filter fan,
shares picture-perfect
bikini photos
showcasing six pack
abs and flawless skin
 

Irina Shayk sizzles in a
chic black leather dress
and a slick of red
lipstick as she makes
glam arrival at fashion
magazine launch in
Paris
 

Victoria Beckham
showcases the stunning
detailing of a backless
dress before
husband David shares
tea and biscuits ritual
with daughter Harper
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Tinie Tempah takes a
leaf out of Daniel
Craig's book as he dons
a pink velvet blazer in
this season's key
fashion trend for men
 

Inside the glittering
gala of Russia's first
'royal wedding' since
the revolution as Grand
Duke George Romanov
and Rebecca Bettarini
begin married life
 

Lottie Tomlinson
flashes her taut midriff
in a racy turquoise
bodysuit... after
stripping down to a
black bikini the
previous day
 

Naomi Campbell
flashes her lacy bra
beneath her white
blazer as she blows a
kiss to onlookers while
exiting her hotel during
Paris Fashion Week
 

EXCLUSIVE  Dick Van
Dyke going strong at 95!
Mary Poppins star looks
fit as a fiddle after
workout in Malibu with
wife Arlene Silver, 50,
by his side
 

Emily Atack puts
comfort first in an
oversized plaid shacket
and black jeans as she
leaves Theatre Royal
Winchester after
performing on stage
 

Rihanna sizzles in a
skintight plunging black
latex leotard from
her lingerie brand
Savage X Fenty
 

Married At First Sight
UK finale will air
TONIGHT: Channel 4
confirms 9pm broadcast
after disaster saw E4
show a repeat due to
'ongoing technical
issues'
 

Gary Kemp, 61, puts
on a suave display in a
sharp suit while his wife
Lauren Barber, 43, goes
for gold as they mingle
with stars at Stephen
Webster book launch
 

Cardi B showcases
her curves in skintight
jumpsuit as she attends
fashion magazine
launch in Paris after
shutting down tummy
tuck speculation
following birth of son
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TOWIE's James Argent
displays his incredible
8st weight loss as he
enjoys a sun-soaked
Marbella getaway - five
months after life-saving
gastric sleeve surgery
 

Shirlie Kemp
remembers George
Michael as
'compassionate but
hilarious' while recalling
Pepsi' s first time on
stage with Wham!
 

Katy Perry dons
billowy lilac gown while
getting adoring glances
from fiance Orlando
Bloom as he supports
the nominee at Variety's
Power of Women event
 

Christina Aguilera
looks incredible in a
black blazer and
bejewelled corset as
she performs at 50th
anniversary of Walt
Disney World 
 

Prince Andrew returns
to Royal Lodge to meet
his new granddaughter
for first time after finally
leaving Balmoral after
Beatrice gave birth - as
he hires  lawyer to fight
Virginia Giuffre lawsuit 

'I've stepped into
Anton's shoes now!'
Strictly pro Neil Jones,
39, wants to take over
55-year-old Du Beke's
'statesman' role on the
show
 

I'll be there for brew!
Courteney Cox pulls a
shift at iconic Friends
cafe Central Perk as she
serves coffee to
shocked fans at the
Warner Bros lot
 

Emma Weymouth
looks sensational in
black slip dress with a
daring thigh high slit as
she's joined by husband
Ceawlin Thynn for
fundraiser at Annabel's
 

Georgia Harrison
showcases her svelte
waist in a tight black
sweater and pencil skirt
as she makes a stylish
departure from swanky
hotel
 

Courtney Love rocks a
bold orange dress
encompassed with
brown detailing as she
curates exhibition to
mark 30th anniversary
of Pretty On The Inside
 

Leggy Dakota Johnson
sizzles in a daring
champagne thigh-slit
gown at a star-studded
screening of her film
The Lost Daughter at
the Crosby Hotel
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Chrissy Teigen and
John Legend hold a
memorial ceremony for
Jack following tragic
pregnancy loss: 'Finally
honoured his little spirit'
 

Katy Perry is a vision
in a billowy lilac gown
while Lorde looks
sensational in a
coordinating
mushroom-printed maxi
dress at Variety's Power
of Women event in LA
 

Angelina Jolie turns
heads in sophisticated
silk as she embraces
daughter Zahara and
poet Amanda Gorman at
Variety's Power Of
Women event
 

Kourtney Kardashian
sends pulses racing in a
TINY black dress and
biker boots for sizzling
Instagram snaps
 

Disney settles
with Scarlett Johansson
after she sued the
company for $50million
in lost earnings after
Black Widow was
released online
 

Selling Sunset star
Amanza Smith granted
sole legal custody of
her two children... as
ex-husband Ralph
Brown has been
MISSING for TWO
YEARS
 

Matt Lauer told a
Today producer to wear
a 'skirt that came off
easily' for meeting in his
office with infamous
'door button', reveals
Katie Couric
 

Alyssa Milano is
ravishing in red and
black patterned dress
and heeled booties
while attending Variety's
Power of Women event
in Beverly Hills
 

Jennifer Garner
celebrates the 20th
Anniversary of her hit
series Alias with a
reunion party... while
also joining TikTok
 

Something to tell us?
Lorde, 24, sparks
rumours she's engaged
to her music executive
boyfriend Justin
Warren, 41, at Variety's
Power of Women event
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Cardi B shoots down
tummy tuck speculation
following birth of son 
because she lost 'so
much blood' during her
'crazy a** delivery'
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her famously
shapely bottom in a
skin-tight patterned
unitard as she is filmed
on LA shopping trip
with mom Kris Jenner
for new Hulu show
 

Harry Styles delights a
superfan as he helps
with her gender reveal
and tells her she's
having a 'little baby girl'
DURING a concert in
Nashville
 

Lost the Jagger
swagger? Rolling
Stones frontman Mick
goes unnoticed by
drinkers as he sips beer
outside famed North
Carolina dive bar
 

Nia Vardalos reunites
with My Big Fat Greek
Wedding cast members
to honor their late co-
star Michael
Constantine
 

Jenna Dewan rocks a
lovely floral-printed
dress on red carpet of
Variety's Power of
Women event in Los
Angeles
 

'We're back baby!'
Nicole Scherzinger
looks sensational as
she posts snaps of her
make up and sequined
dress to promote The
Masked Singer USA
 

Shrinking star Rebel
Wilson clads her
slender legs in a pair of
skintight trousers as
she arrives at a private
party in LA after losing
more than 30kg 
 

RHONY star Sonja
Morgan's daughter
Quincy Adams, 20,
rocks a plunging black
sequinned dress from
her mom's clothing
brand in rare selfie
 

Meg Ryan enjoys
relaxing day on the
beach in Montecito
reading David
Duchovny's New York
Times bestselling novel
Miss Subways
 

'I have respect for
everyone': Jana Kramer
has polite response
when asked about
Kristin Cavallari and Jay
Cutler ... after she's
spotted with NFL star
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What's her secret?
Age-defying Natalie
Imbruglia, 46, shows off
her incredibly youthful
visage as she signs
autographs for her new
album
 

Strictly judge Motsi
Mabuse reveals she was
told 'you'll never make it
because black people
are lazy' after moving to
Germany at the age of
18
 

Amanda Kloots
flashes a peace sign
and her flat abs as she
leads contestants
heading to Dancing
With The Stars
rehearsals
 

Grey's Anatomy brings
back memorable guest
star Scott Speedman as
a series regular in the
surprising Season 18
premiere
 

Million Dollar Listing
Los Angeles: Suzanne
Somers lists Palm
Springs home for $8.5
million with Josh Flagg
 

EXCLUSIVE  Prince
Andrew hires Princeton-
educated lawyer to fight
claims he sexually
assaulted Jeffrey
Epstein 'victim' Virginia
Roberts 
 

Enrique Iglesias
reveals his children
have already seen
Escape music video
where he met their
tennis star mother Anna
Kournikova
 

Paris Hilton gushes
'only a few more
months until we're
married' as she stuns in
shots with fiancé Carter
Reum
 

Delays' lead singer
Greg Gilbert dies aged
44 after a five year
battle with bowel cancer
as his heartbroken
brother pays tribute to
his 'best friend'
 

Hailey Bieber puts on
a VERY leggy display in
black blazer dress while
strutting around New
York City
 

Courtney Stodden
shows off major
cleavage while getting a
new tattoo dressed in a
skimpy tube top and
sweatpants

Diane Kruger and
Laverne Cox brighten
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up the red carpet in
billowing gowns as they
lead stars at NYC
Ballet's Fall Fashion
Gala
 

Kourtney Kardashian
plays the part of the
cool step-mom as she
lounges poolside with
Travis Barker's
daughters Alabama and
Atiana at Poosh event
 

Sean Penn returns to
production on Gaslit
after compromising that
his entire crew is
vaccinated in the two
weeks he has left to
shoot
 

Emmy Rossum is
nearly unrecognisable
rocking her big, blonde
Angelyne wig as she
returns to set a YEAR
after the show's last
shoot
 

Charlize Theron oozes
gothic glamour as she
heads to promote The
Addams Family 2 in
chic Celine look
 

Phoebe Dynevor
catches the eye in a
chic black midi dress as
she joins a glamorous
Winnie Harlow at
Annabel's For The
Amazon fundraiser
 

Liam Payne's on-again
fiancée Maya Henry
puts on a busty display
in a plunging sequinned
top and matching
trousers as she attends
magazine launch
 

Strictly's Nikita
Kuzmin's
girlfriend Nicole Wirt
posts cryptic message
about 'not being
supported' as 'curse'
rumours heat up
 

Dame Arlene Phillips
'is the first I'm A
Celebrity name to be
revealed making former
Strictly Come Dancing
judge the oldest ever
contestant at 78'
 

BRIAN VINER: Double-
O heaven! Daniel Craig
signs off in stylish Bond
finale, but he's as
touchy-feely as he's
steely
Swansong 

Natasha Kaplinsky, 49,
looks stunning in a
silver sequinned
jumpsuit as she leads
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the red carpet glamour
at the 2021 Fragrance
Foundation Awards
 

Lady Gaga radiates
classic glamour in
couture gown with leg
slit while as she
celebrates jazz album
Love For Sale with a live
performance
 

Pregnant Malin
Andersson displays her
growing baby bump in a
chic black midi dress as
she attends book
launch in support of
Women's Aid
 

Dakota Johnson
brings back memories
of her horror dance
movie Suspiria as she
models eerie tutu-like
feathery LBD

Lottie Moss puts on a
leggy display in a black
button-up dress and
thigh-high leather boots
as she attends gallery
exhibition
Sultry 

Strictly Come Dancing
star John Whaite's
fiancé still 'doesn't
follow Johannes
Radebe on social
media'... after watching
their TV dance
 

BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Jodie Comer comes to
the West End playing a
'thoroughbred' criminal
barrister - 11 years after
she last appeared on
stage
 

EXCLUSIVE  Katie
Price agrees to limit her
contact with the outside
world during four-week
Priory stint after horror
crash
 

Taylor Swift's surprise
Red re-release date
push has fans
speculating it was to
move away from Adele's
long-awaited new album
Surprised her fans

Megan Barton Hanson
puts on a leggy display
in thigh-skimming lime
green miniskirt teamed
with knee-high boots as
she attends Courtney
Love's art exhibition
 

Bianca Gascoigne
displays her figure in a
skintight co-ord in
Rome as she arrives for
rehearsals ahead of her
debut on Dancing With
The Stars Italy
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